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What is important for everyone to remember is that the enemy is a done deal. This
has to be kept in mind in all interaction and all things seen from and by the enemy.

Asmodeus in the book of "Solomon" told the crapper "Solomon" (this is a fable but
in these there can be found notions of actual events) explicitly, that the tyranny of
the enemy over our Gods is just a short joke. 

The enemy and jews are as typical blinded by the present. They believe they are
too high for  a  few decades of  half-assedly doing a few steps forward.  Imagine
however how do beings that are 20 thousand or 50 thousand years old do look
upon them. People come and go but they are forever. And when some wars are
declared  against  some  beings  like  that,  it  is  done  before  it  ever  began.  

Demons have been filling the grounds with their enemies for centuries. The height
of the enemy's power or motivations did not matter. Not long ago I read how a top
Rabbi in New York attempted to summon a Demon in order to abuse him and get
him to do something. 

The Rabbi  died,  his  family  got  plagued to  death,  and a series  of  other  events
followed. Any punishment that can be imposed by humans is just irrelevant to what
these beings can do. Nobody sane would want them as his enemies, if only if they
knew.

Few jews have tried to appease them and stop this old war they have waged to no
avail. This is because some of them understand this was the most possibly wrong
decision. The Gods turn them down. There is fury for retaliation on the side of the
Demons against them, and this has extended for centuries. If the Demons are in a
bad reputation, this is only because of the enemy.

The enemy's thoughtform has basically been almost collapsed. The Ancient Gods
are more powerful  than ever before in recent history and the enemy cannot do
anything about this.

The weapons of  a spiritual  nature,  plus the knowledge required, has also been
successfully distributed. 

What remains is for more and more people to come to put these into use, which will
of course happen, coupled with unavoidable awakening of the masses due to the
enemy's blatant  terrorist  work.  The only  option of  the enemy is  to intensify  this
terrorism they do and dig their hole deeper.

Nothing can save them now and there is no turning back. Efforts, I.e., education
and  the  final  RTR  are  going  to  just  accelerate  this  conclusive  end  result.

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?p=81647#p81647


The Demons have been wronged and attacked by the enemy beyond any reason.
They are resolute and happy to take the enemy down. The wise ones of the enemy
also know they have fucked up, despite of how many of them are very arrogant.  

Just by maintaining the Final RTR, the Race Awakening Ritual (will be done very
soon again) plus what else needs to be done, what is unavoidably coming will be
accelerated to the fullest extent.

The enemy is on a spree of doing spastic moves that will not only not further their
plan  to  help  themselves,  but  will  just  accelerate  their  own  demise.  

One of  these things  is  for  example  censorship  and how carelessly  they  reveal
themselves to the public of being terrorists and criminals. This has been backfiring
on them real bad.

The enemy is also so stupid that they further this situation irrespectively of if this is
going to destroy them. 99% of Gentiles are sure to survive as a species any event
of any magnitude. The same cannot be said for the enemy, despite of arrogant
words.

All Dedicated Satanists must stay steadfast in warfare against the enemy to deliver
Justice on this world. Too many have died and too many have been mistreated,
higher up beings and lower. 

All these souls seek vengeance and all people have to do is simply open the doors
and  let  loose the  abyssal  chaos.  The Gods  have  been  waiting  for  the  dish  of
revenge which will be cold for a very very long time, hungering than ever for violent
revenge against the enemy. There is no turning back from this for nobody involved
and that is perfect. 

Think how some Demons like Andras and Beelzebub do see the enemy after all
they have done. Their old and worn out enemy servants will cross the other side
and  find  themselves  startled  that  their  enemies  were  there  to  greet  them.  The
enemy has  lost  astral  power  and  they  know  this.  Satan  in  the  end  has  Won.

Vlad epe  Mode of spirit warfare will be initiated. All efforts against the enemy areȚepeș Mode ș Mode
to be intensified, doubled or tripled. 

Do not mourn the twilight, live in it and embrace it.

High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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